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[Ball ‘n’ Chained]
Sinus Baby

[Pussy Whipped]                        

WatersportZ, Little Dybbuk, Clifford the 
BIG, Guava Goose, Molly Ringworm, 
Eaterout, Jewish American Pegger

[In a Situationship]
Orb, Brotankula, JohnMulBangMe, Lilo 
and Bitch, DeeZnutz, Kielbasa Wallet, 
Pierogita, Nightmare at the Museum, 
Bikeable, Whore Knee, CuntPuncher, 

Nadya Furry, Tofu Tosser, Manson 
Family Vacation

[3x Divorced]
Soy Kombucha Latte, Blackout Brady, 
Texas Toast, Tiny Rick, Masturbation 
Enthusiast, Chop Chop Revolution, 
Aynal Rand, Brotendo64, Sharkboi, 

Mothman’s Slampiece, Absent, Black 
Science Man, Boobs Radley, Comrade 
Illuminati, Thing 2, Slick, Big A$$ Bird, 
Tsar Keef Keef, Geyser Permanente, 

4LOKA, DominAsian, Leprecunt, Hentai, 
Salty Dog, Buster Hymen, Special Gay, 

Coconut Head, Marmite, No Capes, Tom 
and, Fleetwood Macdonalds, Pissboi, 

Flour Boy, Handie Samberg

Welcome back to campus, and more importantly, welcome back to the Koala. I’m Sinus Baby, and 
even though I’m the new Editor In Chief of this “paper”, I’m just like everyone else. I’ve spent the last 
of my Christmas cash from Grandma at the dispo and ALL my new undies are ruined. But unlike ev-
eryone else, I haven’t failed on my resolutions yet. See, I’ve personally avoided that problem entirely 
by doing the opposite of working on myself. I’ve been dedicating this past month to being an insuffer-
able cunt, and becoming the new editor of the Koala has helped. Could my personal arc also mark a 
new direction for the Koala as an organization? 

Now, I know it may not seem to be the case, but we do have the capacity to be at least a little cuntier. 
Between you and me, our members are a little too buddy-buddy. What if we were less like friends, 
and more like….sisters. Who really, really hate each other, but come together to do some charity. 
You know, like a sorority? Sororities: love ‘em or hate ‘em, they sure have some great ideas for mon-
ey-grabs.

Of course, we still wouldn’t play by the same rules as Greek life. During our Kθala Fall 22’ Rush, 
we promise we won’t tell you you’ll look better with a balayage. We won’t make you beg your fl oor 
Groupme for a pair of black strappy platform sandals in a size 7.5. We will, however, incorporate the 
part where we charge reprimand you for not having unwavering loyalty to our schedule sisterhood. 

Don’t worry babes, the bid is still an elusive prize. You’re obviously gonna have to schmooze us and 
pay dues, which means you can weaponize the phrase “somebody didn’t get a bid!” in YikYak and 
TikTok comment sections. Yes, you’ll still be doing our dirty work, but that kind of lines up with the 
sorority shit already. Philanthropy, making and passing out newspapers for free, what’s the difference? 
Maybe we’ll even incorporate a “Koala Marathon” for distro. That’s right, once we’re down to the last 
stack, we’ll make you auction off papers on your IG story, and have your friends and family Venmo to 
get their name in those little bubbles. Thanks for the $5, bestie! 

But ah, a girl can dream. We started out in a frat basement, and there’s no way we’re going back to 
one. The Koala’s outgrown that - we use garages now. Besides, I don’t think any frat would fi nd any of 
us fuckable…at least not fuckable enough to be a top house (and let’s be honest–that’s the only way 
to the top). Maybe the business frat, but we all know that’s no way to climb the social ladder.

XOXO, 

Sinus Baby

New Year, New Me



 THE WORLD FAMOUS
KOALA TOP 5’S
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Top 5 Places to Ask Your Part-
ner for Head
1. Within 50 feet of a park or ele-

mentary school
2. Inside a teapot fl oating down 

a stream 
3. In a little can of sardines (you 

and your partner are sar-
dines)

4. Nailed to the cross
5. During my mandated Zoom 

court date 

Bottom 5 Times to Say I Love 
You 
1. At the swinger party
2. Right before discovering they 

listen to Brockhampton
3. Tiananmen Square, 1989
4. When Mr. Uber says goodbye 
5. In therapy 

Top 5 Pussy Hacks for Alphas
1. Shake well before use
2. Use your thumb
3. Beg
4. Squeeze da juice out
5. Silly putty (fi ngers longer)

Top 5 New and Exciting Sex 
Positions
1. Ants on a Log 
2. The Nuclear Option 
3. Up and Around
4. Gorilla Style
5. Ripping Off  the Penis

Top 5 Stenches
1. Pirates of the Caribbean wa-

ter
2. Bath and Body Works’ “Sweet 

Pea”
3. Poppers
4. White people in the rain
5. The scab in my dogs ear

Top 5 Ways to Eat Pussy
1. Over easy
2. Real sloppy
3. Gorilla style
4. With your vagina
5. Freshly caught from the ani-

mal shelter

Top 5 Movies That Would Be 
Improved by Danny Devito
1. Mean Girls
2. Black Swan
3. Zootopia, but he’s a regular 

human who’s very lost
4. Rosemary’s Baby
5. Call Me by Your Name

Bottom 5 People to Have Wet 
Dreams About
1. Margaret Thatcher
2. A 4 year old
3. The Penis Man
4. Your twin that died in a fi re
5. Moomoo Homer Simpson

Top 5 Unreleased McDon-
ald’s Meals
1. Broken glass
2. The fl appy meal. Fried la-

bias
3. Return of the Mac: Mackle-

more Meal
4. Ronald Reagan
5. The little bitch baby meal for 

little bitch babies

Top 5 Hot Singles in YOUR 
AREA!
1. Christ
2. Big Floppa
3. Joe
4. Barbara from the steak-

house she got nice tits
5. read the fi rst word <3

Top 5 Health Benefi ts
1. LASERS
2. Growing a long pretty tail
3. Good sniffi  ng abilities
4. If pee wasn’t wet
5. Being able to run really real-

ly fast

Top 5 Uses for Scabs
1. what
2. i dont like this one

Top 5 Fake German Words
1. Pröperty Bröthers
2. Horseeeeeee
3. Drakenjosh
4. Yēastïnfechtiøn
5. Chicken wang

Top 5 Uses for Your Wap
1. Makin’ music
2. To keep exotic fi sh in
3. Donating to the dry and needy
4. A career
5. Various other things Jimmy 

Carter couldn’t do

Top 5 Reasons Gynecologists 
Hate Her!
1. She doesn’t need any gyne-

cology 
2. Moans super loud
3. Hole whistles
4. You ever seen Predator?
5. Crotch looks like bowling ball 

fi nger holes

Bottom 5 Reasons Last Night 
Shouldn’t Have Happened
1. He’s a libertarian
2. Don’t got a left leg now
3. My private story looks like an 

ant trail
4. You liked having two kidneys
5. You’re my professor

Top 5 SDSU Predictions
1. The bridge falling
2. Pandemic
3. KSIG half pipe gets stolen 
4. I go fi shing at the koi pond 
5. A freshman dies of starvation 

over the weekend

Top 5 Hills to Die On
1. Guys have boobs
2. My foreskin does not make it 

look like i have a dog dick
3. The one by storm hall
4. Jonah
5. Vaping isn’t bad because it’s 

clear

Top 5 New Carebears
1. Bear with clit bear
2. Kill you with a rock bear 
3. Bear with a mouth and no 

teeth
4. Pube
5. Bear that rolls joints

Bottom 5 Whens 
1. When you piss on his bed and 

he doesn’t believe that it’s 
squirt bc it smells so bad
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Party Reviews
Want us to Come to your Party?: Send us a DM

Girl’s Night Out

Eaterout

One cloudy Saturday night I arrived at what can only be de-
scribed as the house party of the century. The music was loud, 
the house was packed, and I could already hear the sirens of 
campus police coming down the block…in actuality, it was com-
pletely empty upon my friends and I’s fashionably late arrival.

What is one to do when you are part of the hottest group of 
people in the room? The answer is always clear: hop on aux 
and play the most obnoxious, queer-coded music known to 
man. (Rule IX of the Pretty Privilege Handbook, look it up).

Sorry to the host’s roommates who immediately deserted their 
own home the second “CUM” by Brooke Candy started blasting 
from the makeshift DJ stand. One of the guys muttered, “it’s 
girl’s night, bro” as they left, and I felt an odd sense of pride 
surrounding my single greatest contribution to the feminist 
movement.

Luckily, more people started to show up just as I was starting 
to peak off of my absolutely rancid concoction of lemonade 
and vodka, which I had stored rather discreetly in a repurposed 
Pepsi bottle. Later, we congregated in the backyard to play a 
game of Musical Flip Cup that I was peer-pressured into like 
the star of a D.A.R.E. awareness clip.

A fun fact about me? I’m a compulsive cheater, and my special-
ty is drinking games. The trick is to pretend to fi ll your cup, do a 
few real fl ips, then phone it in when no one’s looking. Top fi ve, 
bitch. I’m a big-league player.

I thought I wasn’t that drunk when we were getting ready to 
leave until the entire continent of Europe showed up at the 
doorstep whereupon I was convinced I was having an alco-
hol-induced psychotic break. 30+ foreign exchange students 
can teach you a lot about yourself. The moral of the story? Give 
me some warm beer and I can speak fl uent French.

5/5 Pepsi Bottles

Holiday Werk Party Review

Clifford the BIG

Scheduling me to close the night of the annual work party 
that started at 8 pm sent a pretty clear message… But do you 
really think I give a fuck? Now, me pulling up to my 35 year old 
co-workers downtown apartment 5 hours late didn’t seem like 
the best idea, but for some reason, it didn’t feel like the worst 
either. Entering his place, the vibe was immediately caught: the 
only people in attendance were the fully grown shift and gen-
eral managers. And they were FUCKED up. So fucked up that, 
in retrospect, I could have asked for a raise and they probably 
would have given it to me. Instead, I took 4 shots. Classic me.

After about 20 minutes the owner of the apartment made an 
announcement: his girlfriend is tired and we all have to leave. 

BUT he wasn’t gonna leave us on the curb like a mass of drunk 
minimum wage employees. No no no. INSTEAD we were all 
going to go out for a night on the town. My next thought hit me 
immediately--YAAAS. My next thought hit me about 2 minutes 
later--I’m not 21. At this point I was about ready to steal some 
of his cutlery and order an Uber home, but my shift manager 
had different plans. He rushed to his bedroom and tossed me 
his old ID. An ID that expired in 2016 and said I was 32 years 
old. Needless to say, I was ready to serve.

I blacked out for a fair bit of the next hour, but I do have little 
snippets of memories-- the bouncer at the fi rst bar holding my 
ID for a good 45 seconds with an extremely confused look on 
his face (probably because he had just let in the REAL owner 
of the ID seconds prior). An assistant general manager straight 
chugging a giant bottle of Hornitos tequila on the sidewalk as a 
cop car drove by. The 7/11 clerk’s horrifi ed face as we walked 
up to the cashier asking for 6 vapes. 

At around 1:30, I’d had just about enough drunken managerial 
twerking to last me a lifetime… But as I was making my exit, 
the bottle of Hornitos was looking mighty tasty. So I did what 
any underpaid college student working in food service should 
do: I stole from my higher ups. I still haven’t taken even one 
sip from that bottle. Nope! It stays in my freezer. As a trophy, a 
reminder, a promise. It’s also just fucking gross.

5/5 untouched tequila bottles.

coursestar.com
get 20 free credits at sign up!

The Ultimate
Homework Solver

Works Great For:
MyStatLab | BA 323

BA 360 | Fin 329
Acctg 201 | Acctg 202

Acctg 326 | Acctg 331 | Acctg 334
OWLv2 Chem 100 & Chem 200

"CourseStar is my favorite site for finishing
online homework quickly!"

-Lauren H.

10x Faster than Old Chegg

Built right here in the SDSU College Area!

Your Numbers, Your Answers.
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New COVID Variant Surges, President… Reacts
John MulBangMe

Welcome to the Koala Newsroom’s COVID Beat, where 
our top reporters tackle the cold hard facts about this 
pandemic, thrilled to fi nally be able to talk about a 
disease that isn’t transmitted through semen. Cases 
of the newest COVID-19 variant have been rising 
exponentially. The CDC has named this new variant 
the “Megatron-after-he-becomes-Galvatron variant”. 
(CDC representatives told us their reasoning was to 
make something that, quote, “sounded intimidating, but 
respectfully nodded to proper Transformers canon.”) 

Koala reporters recently paid a visit to the White House 
to get a statement from President Joe Biren. Upon asking 
him about his reaction to this new variant, we were met 
with pensive silence as he sat in thought. We faced more 
silence after we clarifi ed to him that yes, COVID is still 
“a thing.” After a few moments, tears welled up in his 
eyes. In a dramatic fashion, he then buried his head in 
his arms in front of us, like he was at a nursing home 
playing Heads Up Seven Up. After we reiterated our 
question, we heard grumpy little stomps coming from 
beneath his desk. “It’s not fair. STUPID stupid…” we 
heard him mumble. A secret service member leaned in 
towards Biden and whispered “Mr. President, remember 
what the nice lady said about when you get angry. What 
are 5 things you can see that are the color green?” 

Biden throws his computer keyboard at him. He then 
stands up aggressively, trying to kick his chair behind 
him. It has wheels, though, so this doesn’t work. He 
then turns and tries to rip it apart with his bare hands. 

He can’t, so he just tries to push it over. It has wheels, 
though, so it just rolls away. Biden gets super fucking 
pissed, so he goes over there and tries to kick it. It has 
wheels, though, so he slips and slams into the fl oor. 
He lies here for a bit, full on sobbing and slamming his 
fi sts into the fl oor. He buries his face into the carpet and 
screams. He starts throwing his pathetic little body around 
the room on all fours, like an orangutan who just had a 
head of cabbage thrown at it by an outraged zookeeper. 

A secret service member can be heard saying “Get me 
Kamala Harris, an iPad with Roblox loaded up, and a 
Ziploc bag full of xanax” into his collar. The President 
crashes onto the fl oor again, this time lying on his side, 
and starts using his little feet to propel himself around 
in a pinwheel motion. He starts absolutely kicking the 
shit out of a nearby bookshelf. Books and trinkets start 
falling on his balding scalp, so he stands up and starts 
ripping everything off of the shelves. At this point, 
secret service members start ushering us out of the 
room, right as Biden starts punching sad little holes in 
the drywall. As the doors close behind us, we hear 
“Stan” by Eminem start blasting from the Oval Offi ce.

In short, the Presidential administration is not happy 
with the current state of the COVID-19 crisis in our 
nation. They provided no further comment. Next time 
on the Koala Newsroom’s COVID Beat: where will the 
CDC turn to next when they run out of Transformers 
characters to name variants after? We turn to 
Anthony Fauci, with a bucket of Skylanders fi gurines. 

I will not day-drink mimosas on
Tuesdays at Broken Yolk!
(Wednesdays are ok!)

I will not mute the zoom lectures!

I will not walk home from Frat Row
in heels at 8am!

Pink Whitney will not touch my lips!

I will not have sex in the bushes at
an AXO off-campus event!

I will not go to Trujillos at 2am!

I will not do blow!

I will not waste all my money on
Plandles!

Resolutions
for the new
Semester!

Brought to you by Mike, Walter
and Sarah at A+ Review!

A+ Review #1 Test Prep for SDSU
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@SDSU_Koala @sdsukoala
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       Sagittarius! You need a challenge to make you feel bet-
ter about yourself, and Sags are gonna give it to you. Getting them 
to fuck you won’t be hard, but getting them to go on a real date, or 
god forbid actually commit…now that’s diffi cult.

           Pisces! You need someone to do drugs with and 
Pisces already has plenty on hand. You guys could fuck and then 
go trip balls on some hallucinogens afterwards. Now what’s more 
romantic than that?

   Libra! You love sycophants, and Libra is looking for the 
approval they rarely got from their parents.

        Virgo! You’re a fucking mess, let a Virgo clean up your 
life. If you’re lucky, they could help you plan out your classes for 
next semester too. 

                      Everyone! You likely can and absolutely 
would fuck any sign. Not that you necessarily should, but that 
won’t stop you. Be a slut, do whatever you want!

                   Leo! You’re weird, Leo’s are fun. Smash some 
bits together, I’m sure it’ll go great.

             Scorpio! You need someone to tame your bratty 
side, and a Scorpio will put you in your place. Get ready to be 
someone’s bitch.

             Taurus! You need head. NOW. Go grab that bull by 
the horns, and hope that you’re the only crab involved in this.

        Aquarius! You’re fucking boring. Now go embrace their 
oviposition kink. 

               Gemini! You’re terrifi ed to get to know someone, 
and Gemini just wants to fuck and run. 

                   No one! You don’t need romance! You don’t 
need anybody! Go be your own girlboss. Get that sex toy you’ve 
kept in your bookmarks and go to TOWN.

           Cancer! Y’all should have sex that ends in you both 
crying and talking about your exes. Sometimes a good trauma 
dump can be more satisfying than an actual orgasm.

Who Is Your Valentine?
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We FIGHT to push OUR students into the 
TOP of the bell curve. How? We spoon 
feed our students the exam material…

Join our exam-cram reviews!

The Dreaded Bell Curve
Approximately 50% of SDSU undergrads 
shall be given a C, D or F as a final grade!

Don’t settle for that nonsense.

our exam-

A
cram reviews!-cram r

A++ A
RReevviieew
SSDDSSUU EExxaamm PPrreepp Fall 220021 
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ENS Bathroom Review: A Crime of Passion
Ghostwritten By Eaterout

This past Friday, a San Diego State student took the lives 
of thousands of individuals in a horrific infanticide in a sin-
gle-stall ENS bathroom. Armed with only a vibrator and a 
thin—but highly absorbant— tie-dyed towel, I took to cam-
pus to murder my partner’s potential children in cold blood.

We considered our other options before settling on the 
ENS bathroom, which was conveniently unlocked despite 
school being virtual. The first thing I noticed about it was 
the strong antiseptic smell. Despite its sterile scent, the 
tiled bathroom was dingy, the floor dirty. There was a lonely 
toilet in the corner of the facility that we avoided engaging 
with during the crime. The counter was a dull shade of 
ruby, and seemed like prime real estate. First, we started 
with me sitting on the counter. I kept slipping off it because, 
well, it’s not a bed, y’know? Anyways, then he got behind 
me and I bent over. Let’s just say that by the time we left, 
the countertop was shiny and slippery, and the air was 
savory.

My partner adds that “The buzzing of the fluorescent light 
was really good for my libido. It definitely helped me go the 
extra mile.” After we were done, he walked me back to my 
apartment. Honestly, it was a little awkward afterwards. 

The Koala firmly advises that all students and faculty avoid 
fucking in any and all ENS bathrooms until the crime scene 

is confirmed through a series of intricate and scientific 
tests: the sniff test, the taste test, and the pregnancy test.

4/5 tie-dye towels
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The SDSU Penis Inspection:   
A History

Pierogita
Penis inspection– a punchline, a middle school joke, 
a traumatizing experience in the 4th grade bathroom. 
But did you know it was once a key element of student 
culture here at SDSU? Penis inspection once served 
as a way for the student body to view each others’ 
genitals in an academic and non-sexual context. Why 
would such a practice have been scrubbed from the 
halls of San Diego State traditions? Let’s find out.

Penis inspection began in 1946 as a way for San Diego State 
students to prove they were not communists (what exactly 
could be found on one’s penis to indicate an affiliation with 
the communist party is not publicly known). The inspection 
process and its secret rituals were introduced just after 
WWll, making it an important tool of McCarthy’s red 
scare. Later, when communism entered her flop era, the 
penis inspection allowed nursing students to gain hands 
on experience treating sexually transmitted diseases 
affecting the student body. In fact, the penis inspections 
of 1998 led to the discovery of 2 new strains of bacteria 
resistant chlamydia and gonorrhea exclusive to SDSU.

In the 2010s, penis inspection was phased out as a San 
Diego State University tradition. Many think this was 
because of the rise of “PC culture”. Perhaps, it was due to 
the incessant bullying of students who did not comply with a 
non-consensual inspection of their genitals. The prevailing 
theory, however, is that penis inspection was phased 
out due to PenisGate2007. Leaked footage on r/STDSU 
suggested that pledges of certain fraternities were the 
subject of forceful penis inspection. Low-ranking pledges 
would be required to inspect other brothers’ genitals with 
their mouths then describe the taste in order to be initiated 
as a brother. Touching another individual’s penis during 
inspection is a key violation of the SDSU Penis Inspection 
Code, and the fraternities involved were brought to swift 
justice (for once) for their blatant disregard of the rules.

After PenisGate2007 was exposed, penis inspection 
lost its popularity. No longer will students hear “YOU 
THERE, DROP TROUGH” shouted throughout East 
Commons (signaling the commencement of an inspection 
period). Penis inspection has served many purposes 
throughout the years, and a recent surge of memes 
has re-sparked interest in the subject. Do you think this 
tradition is something SDSU should bring back? Would 
the reinstatement of penis inspection warrant safe, 
consensual, fun penis inspections for all? Only time will tell.

Dear Donna: Sound    
Advice for Life’s Ins   

and Outs
Recruit #2516-8==D

Dear Donna, 

I have been a dedicated reader of your column for upwards 
of three decades and I can think of no one better to turn to 
in the quanandry that I’ve found myself. I am a president of 
sorts at a well respected educational institution in the San 
Diego area. My job and sole purpose has always been to 
nurture young minds, but I fear that my own fleshly desires 
have betrayed me and in turn I have permanently corrupted 
not only myself and my marriage, but the young men that I 
have been entrusted with. I admit that I have always enjoyed 
basketball, and not only for the sport. The way these play-
ers move is…arousing to say the least. The tension began 
when I would sit in on their practices weekly. I told myself 
that I was there to support the school’s athletics. #23 would 
ogle the way my hips move in my tan pantsuit in the Viejas 
arena, and slowly the other young men began to notice as 
well…. Shamefully I spent hours at the Liz Claiborne outlet 
searching for slacks that gripped my ass in the most subtle 
but provocative manner. I enjoyed their attention too much in 
hindsight.

Perhaps it does not matter how long we held gazes across 
the arena, or how #10 brushed his hand against mine, smirk-
ing knowingly as I returned the ball to him after fate rolled it 
towards my fold out chair. What does matter is the way I let 
each one of them bend me over and enter me in the locker 
room. An entire team of men, taking turns pleasing me at my 
command.They were like soldiers, battling against my un-
quenchable lust. Although my pants dampen at the thought, 
and I yearn for more as I know they do too, I have abused my 
authority. Them; young and impressionable Aztecs, I; irre-
sistible and in the prime of womanhood. I feel my soul being 
crushed under the weight of my guilt and shame. I wanted to 
guide their journeys towards a prestigious education. Instead 
I’ve taught them how to weaken my knees and make my 
clitoris throb. God, they are good students in that regard. Oh, 
Donna, what do I do? I can barely look my husband in the 
eyes, let alone enter my workplace with my head held high. 
Can I ever recover from my transgression?

Sincerely,

De la Torren To Pieces

Dear De la Torren to Pieces, 

Sexuality is meant to be explored, not stifled! Women in posi-
tions of power often enjoy domination, I know I do. However, 
in my experience football players have bodies that are much 
more suited to a good pounding. You know that Donna tells 
it like it is, and I say play the field! Let them dribble their balls 
all the way down your court, girl! What better way to get to 
know your students?  As long as all parties are consenting, 
of age, and using protection (I don’t mean helmets, either!). 
Then all is fair in love and war. Who knows, maybe you could 
extend the invitation to your husband, he may be more open 
minded than you think. For further advice, I encourage you to 
send a more detailed description of the event to my private 
email, DonnasDTF@hotmail.com. Keep in touch! 

Donna 



If one more man who doesn’t care about me 
kisses my forehead I’m gonna jump off the 
storm hall balcony.   

he told me he loved me and then i found out 
the next day that he gave me chlamydia… 
still love him though     

I wonder how many SDSU bitches know 
they stink.     

I genuinely hate every single person at this 
school, this bitch sitting next to me right 
now, hate her     

yes I know you’re from the Bay Area. Please 
shut the fuck up    

Do u gyuys like sharks 
??????????????????????   

Hello to all the SDSU bitches that work in 
Hong Kong 

You guys ever stick ur fi nger up your butt 
while ur jerking off? Cuz Matt does 

why does every guy in san diego kiss with 
teeth 

I found a hot wheel in my roommates room 
and it smelt like ass 

I swear If I hear someone say LatinX one 
more fucking time I’m going to spread my 
cum all over the Love Library. Fuk u Koala 

saw someones pussy on the bridge the 
other day 

Only visiting campus for one day god i can’t 
wait to leave   

If you see ranch dressing

Why is everyone fucking Brandon?  

letting the queer people down whenever i 
put on my fl ared yoga pants :/  

To Tosh in Phi Psi, please stop playing 
country music during sex 

Take out toshs name on a previous personal 
submitted, and just put pledge. Cant expose 
too hard 

I wanna eat some ass

I’ve spilled water in the arc more times than 
I’ve been there. 

Fuck you Jeff and your stupid hat 

If you’re a girl reading this, imma be at P4 
Level 2 waiting for you at 10am

There’s this asshole who stole my fucking 
bike, Mark.

knowing Ninjago lore hasn’t gotten me 
pussy

i just stuck my hand in crusty beans and i 
liked it is that weird?

I thought there was a walnut on the bath-
room fl oor in East Commons, but it was 
actually a nugget of shit 

if you can’t shit on command, you need to 
get that checked out 

Any quirky “yass” type girls looking for a 
sigma lone wolf type guy that smokes ciga-
rettes? Minimum D cup submissions only

To the dude shaving their pubes in the cafe-
teria bathroom stall. Why the fuck 

No me gustan güeros, pero saben muy bien 

Why was every bitch a Pirate for Halloween 
this year?

Go ahead, put out another issue of The 
Koala. I rub one out to the cover of every 
single one.

defi nitely been farty lately

Life would be a lot easier if I could hold an 
erection.

is it normal for your dick to bend like that?

I know the kinky shit you like. You disgust 
me

I was getting hit from behind by the presi-
dent of a frat in the stacks presidential suite 
and he called me his First Lady  

why does class have to get in the way of my 
masterbating schedule

that slight incline on the hepner walkway a 
little harder than usual

Some of these hot construction workers can 
breed my bussy

To the gurl next to me drinking heroin, you 
have nice ankles:)

Read the room people

this ucsd girl will only fuck me if i bring her a 
koala

Who’s the fuckin dude clapping in the 
library???

Im fi nna go to jail with all the fat booty bitch-
es that I wanna fuck

Anyone got laxatives?

the water at eureka is so mf corky

I’m starting to get addicted to swallowing 
cum in the men’s bathroom every time I’m 
here

Why do I like white guys?

everyone named alex. change your name

Always thought my fi rst ultrasound would be 
when I was pregnant, guess it was when my 
iud got lodged up my vag by a Theta Chis 
dick
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THE PERSONALS

Submit your bullshit to:

http://bit.ly/2xaS7nZ

100% anonymous, 100% bullshit
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